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THE CALCULATION OF WIND EFFECT 

ON VENTILATION 

M.W. Liddament, Ph.D. 

ABSTRACT -

# .2 9 ? / 

Natural ventilation is governed by the overall leakage characteristics of a building (accidental and purposely 
provided) and by the driving forces of wind and temperature. As greater control is influenced over airtightness 
design, the reliable prediction of naturally driven air change becomes increasingly dependent on the quality of 
climatic data. The influence of wind is particularly difficult to quantify, since its behavior is dramat ically 
influenced by surrounding terrain and shielding conditions. This paper seeks to review and address the relevance of 
wind pressure as a driving mechanism. A simple multi-flow path simulation model is introduced and is used to 
illustrate the effects of wind on air change rate. The model is specifically used to illustrate the sensitivity of results 
to variations in surface wind pressure coefficients and to differing shielding and terrain roughness conditions. 
Model results are also used to discuss the significance of both temperature differences and mechanical ventilation 
on the impact of wind. 

INTRODUCTION 

Wind and temperature provide the motivating forces for natural ventilation and may also influence the 
performance of mechanical ventilation systems. It is therefore important to understand the interaction of these 
driving forces and to relate them to the ventilation performance of buildings. The need to incorporate these driving 
mechanisms is recognized in many infiltration and ventilation models (e.g., Walton 1984; Shen11an et al. 1986). In 
understanding weather-driven ventilation, it is necessary to consider such factors as climate, terrain roughness, 
local shielding, the shape of the building, and the nature of building porosity. Addition:1lly, since climate varies on 
both a seasonal and daily basis, it is necessary to recognize that the rate of ventilation is highly variable. 
Consequently, although it may be possible to design for a given average air change rate, there will in1:vi1ably be 
transient periods in which ventilation falls short of requirements. Hence, the duration and implic:ttions of such 
eventualities also need to be determined. 

The mathematical representation of airflow through openings in the building fabric is extremely complex, 
since little is usually known about the character, distribution, and size of openings and cracks; hence, considerable 
simplifications are necessary ~n order to develop an acceptable formulation of the flow process. Nevertheless it is 
possi~le to use such formulations to understand the relationships between the various driving forces and to develop 
reliable predictive tools. Such a technique is developed in this paper for the purpose of demonstrating the 
significance of wind infiltration and to show how the effect of wind is modified by temperature differences (stack 
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effect) and mechanical ventilation. Wind infiltration is calculated on the basis of either local or remote wind speed 
data combined with building wind pressure coefficients. A direct solution to the flow balance equation for a 
simplified network enables the significance of both wind speed and shelter to be evaluated in the absence of 
temperature effects. A more detailed network then enables the modification of wind infiltration due to other effects 
to be evaluated. 

THEORETICAL OUTLINE 

A detailed outline of calculation techniques is reviewed in the AIVC Calculation Techniques Guide (Liddamc'nt 
1986) and therefore only a brief description is presented here. , \ 

· ~ 

The flow of air through openings in the fabric of a building is commonly approximated by a -~ower law 
equation of the form: · 

n 
Q = k(~p) m3/s 

where 

~p = pressure difference across opening (Pa). 

n = flow exponent 

k = flow coefficient 

The coefficient, k, is, in part, related to the size of opening, while the exponent, n, characterizes the flow regime and 
has a value between 0.5 and 1.0. In practice, the flow exponent is influenced by such factors as path lengtli and 
sh:1pe but has been found to have a value of between 0.6 and 0.7 for many of the cracks and backgrouno te$age 
paths in buildings. 

Under conditions of natural ventilation, the pressure difference :1cross each opening is induced· 
actions of wind and inside/outside temperature difference. Under conditions of mechanical ventil:iuon_. :J!_,r..._e_.ss""'we~ 
differentials are additionally created by the ventilation system itself. Mechanically induced pressures can Q(len 
dominme, with the result that the effects of wind and temperature become negligible. An important as t of 
design for mechanically ventilated buildings is to optimize the airtightness of the building envelope ia~~~ 
minimize the effects of climate yet ensure the free flow of makeup or exhaust air. 

WIND-DRIVEN VENTILATION 

Wind is chnracterized by seemingly random variations in speed and direction, which are govern 
number of parameters ranging from global patterns to local terrain roughness and shielding. For any g1 
stream" wind speed, the speed close to the ground is governed by the distance from che surface and 
roughness. In infiltration studies, the nature of wind is normally approximated by a time-averaged m~:~n,~iil.-; 
For certain conditions, the turbulent fluctuations about the mean value can provide an additional drivin 
(Etheridge et al. 1980). However, this force is normally small in relation to the mean wind pressure '~"·~--
not be relied upon as a satisfactory driving mechanism. Its significance is most apparent in relation to s~ 
ventilation (open windows) and to low wind speed or to low temperature differentials. For these r~aso 
considered in this analysis. ' 

On impinging the surface of a rectangular building, wind deflection induces a positive pressure w.~9ili!M~ 
to atmospheric pressure on the upwind face and negative pressures along the sides and dov:'l!wm 
(Figure la,b). The distribution on the downwind face of the roof is also negative, but the upwind P, 
coefficient is. a function of roof pitch angle, with a positive vulue for angles greater than approxinintely 30_d 



and a negative value for less than 30 degrees (Figure lc,d). Wind directly incident to the corner of a building tends 
to induce a positive pressure on both of the leading faces, but as the wind veers to a particular side, the remaining 
face undergoes a transition from positive to negative (Figure le,f). 

In general it is observed that relative to the static pressure of the free wind, the mean pressure acting at any 
point on the surface of a building may be represented by the equation: 

where 

P .. ... £cp v2 
2 

p = air density (kg/m3
) 

P.. = surface pressure due to wind (Pa) 

Cp = pressure coefficient 

V = me:m wind velocity at a specified datum level (usually building height) (m/s) 

(2) 

The pressure coefficient, Cp, is a function of the pattern of flow around the building and of local shielding. For low
rise buildings (up to three floors), it is commonly expressed as an average value for each face of the building and 
for each 45° sector in wind direction. Walton (1982) uses an algorithm that interpolates wind pressure coefficient 
for each 1 degree sector in wind direction. For high-rise buildings, the height and spatial. distribution of wind 
pressure is significant, and local pressure coefficients are used to define the wind pressure value at each location 
(Bowen 1976; Akin 1979). Unfortunately, much information on pressure coefficients comes from the results of 
wind loading tests made in wind tunnels on scale models of isolated buildings. These results do not adequatelv 
represent conditions for buildings surrounded by local shelter. Wiren (1987) has published more represent;:uiv.e 
data for low-rise buildings, and Bowen (1976) has published data for high-rise buildings for various degrees of 
surrounding shielding. A more detailed analysis of existing data is presented by Swami et al. (1987), while a 
summary of data for three levels of shielding is tabulated in the AJVC Calculation Techniques Guide (Liddament 
1986). 

Since the strength of the wind is influenced by surface terrain roughness and height, it is essential 10 apply 
the correct wind speed; any error is substantially magnified by the nature of the square tenn of Equation 2. For this 
reason a datum height, usually taken as the height of the building, must be specified in conjunction with the 
pressure coefficient data. Normally wind data are only available from a remote weather station, and hence wind 
speed must be corrected for both the difference in height between measurement level and building height and for 
the intervening terrain roughness. A typical correction equation (Sherman et al. 1980) with appropriate constants is 
presented below. 

v ex (z/lQ)Y V' (3) = 
a: (z'/lQ)Y 

where 

(" v = required site wind speed at level z above ground (m/s). . 
V' = measured windspeed at level z' above ground (see below) (m/s). 

ex';'( = constants dependent on off-site terruin conditions. 

cx;y = constants dependent on on-site terrain conditions (see below). 
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Terrain description 

Ocean or other body of water with at least 
5 km of unrestricted expanse 

Flat terrain with some isolated obstacles, 
e.g .. buildings or trees well separated from each other 

Rural areas with low buildings, trees, etc. 

Urban, industrial, or forest areas 

Center of large city, e.g., Manhattan 

y 

0.10 

0.15 

0.20 

0.25 

0.35 

a. 

1.30 

1.00 

0.8, 
· -: 

0.67 

0.47 

Therefore, to estimate the wind pressure at a particular location on the face of a building, the following steps mus; 
be taken: ' 

- detem1ine the wind pressure coefficient according to orientation and shielding; 

- evaluate building height or reference height wind speed. If remote data only are available then it mus 
be corrected for both height and terrain roughness using Equation 3. 

OTHER DRIVING MECHANISMS 

Temperature-driven ventilation (stack effect) and mechanical ventilation are 
outweighing the influence of wind-driven ventilation. 

The temperature or "stack" effect occurs as a resulc of temperature differences and, hence, air d .nsit 
between the interior and exterior of the building. The pressure difference resulting from stack action bet e~h tv. 
vertically placed openings, a distance, h, apart, is given by: 

P, (Pa) 

where 

Po = air density at 273 K and ambient pressure (kg/m3) 

h = vertical distance between openings (rn) 

t = external air temperature (K) Ul 

tini = internal air temperature (K) 

It is not possible to calculate the effect of stack ventilation in isolation from the wind component, since it · 
combined influence of all driving forces that influences the total magnitude of infiltration. Instead, the J t; 

pressure at each of the defined Row paths is added to the wind pressure to obtain a total pressure. :fhu :;Jc 
leakage path, i, the- total pressure is given by: 

Pi = P,i + Pw; 



Mechanical extract or supply ventilation influences the pressure difference between the inside and outside 
of a building in relation to the need to maintain a flow balance between the incoming and outgoing air. The 
mechanical ventilation rate can often be treated as a constant provided that there are sufficient openings to allow 
the free flow of air without the development of large pressure differences (typically 10-20 Pa). Otherwise, the 
mechanical ventilation rate itself must be expressed as a function of the pressure difference (Liddament 1986) . 
Balanced supply/extract systems within a single-zone approximation of a building can only-be simulated by adding 
the given ventilation rate directly to the ambient infiltration rate. This assumes that the vencilation system docs nae 
alter the pressure balance within the zone. In multi-room structures, where supply points are located in different 
zones to extract points, the ventilation system can be included as part of the flow path network. 

NUMERlCAL MODEL 

The driving forces and flow mechanisms are most easily combined in the form of a multi-How path, single-zone 
model. Such a technique combines an extremely simple numerical approach with a complex range of predictive 
ability, which is able to provide solutions for a considerable range of design problems. A number of such models 
have been previously reviewed and evaluated (Liddament et al. 1983). The essence of the method is to represent 
the building as a single enclosed volume at unifonn pressure. Any number of flow paths may be defined by che user 
to represent openings. Assuming a total of i such flow paths then, for a balance between incoming (infilcrating) air 
and oucgoing (exfiltrating) air, the flow equation (Equacion l) can be wriccen as: 

J 

::0 (6) 

Tem1 I Tern1 II 

where k. :;: flow coefficient of the i 'th flow path 
I 

n. = flow exponent of the i' th flow pa ch 
I 

P; = external pressure acting on the i'ch flow path (Pa) 

pin\ = internal pressure (Pa) 

Term I expresses the absolute value of the internal/external pressure difference across eat:h opening rather than the 
actual value. This is applied to avoid exponentiating a negative numbl.!r when P;<Pin" Tl.!nn I I restores the sign of 
the tlow direction, which is lost in Term I. 

The flow coefficients k. and n. are user defined and are based on measurement and/or typical leakage 
I I 

characteristics of openings. A common leakage-measurement technique is to incrementally pressurize or 
depressurize a building with a blower door (ASTM 1982) from which the flow exponent and flow coefficient for 
1he total building fabric may be inferred by substitution of the data into Equation 1. This total flow coefficient is 
then divided between the user-defined flow paths in proportion to their relative magnitudes. The external pressure , 
P;• is based on the components due to wind (Equation 2) and temperature (Equation 4), while mech:inical 
venti(?tion may be introduced in the form of a separate path in which the flow rate is specified. Thus the on ly 
unknown is that of the internal pressure, pint' In a few instances this pressure can be evaluated direc.:tly, bu t most 
often an iterative process must be used in which an initial arbitrary guess at the pressure is successively improved 
until a flow balance within acceptable tolerances (typically± .0001 m3/s) is achieved. 

This approach is normally at:ceptable for open plan structures or ones in which internal partitioning is leaky 
in comparison to the porosity of the building envelope. Apart from ease of calculation , a further advantage of this 
technique is that the mngnitude and direction of flow through each opening are also evaluaced; therefore, it 
provides an indication of air movement patterns in addition to quantifying the overall air change rate. 



Where flow resistance between zones or rooms within a building cannot be ignored, then it i · - -
· · · · · h fl h · . s necessary to use a muluzone model of the building which incorporates t e ow c aractensucs of openings between e h 

In principle, the same method of solution is used. Walton (1984) describes a multizone solution technique ~c dzon.~ 
other such methods have been previously reviewed (Liddament et al. 1983). . . n ~ 1 

SIMPUFTED SIMULATION OF WIND-DRIVEN VENTILATION 

A simplified analysis of wind-driven air change is possible by considering a two-path flow network as indicated~ 
Figure 2. Paths of identical flow characteristics are located on the upwind and downwind faces of the b'ilding aiid 
are chosen to represent the overall leakage performance of the structure. Clearly this rules out temper:Htire eff'ects . 
and nonlinear leakage distributions, but, nevertheless, it represents a useful example in which the influence fsuch 
factors as the strength of the wind and shielding parameters may be evaluated in the absence of staclC!driven · 
ventilation. Once the magnitude of wind influence is established, it is then possible to analyze more realisu~ftow 
networks. This two-path approximation also provides for a direct solution to Equation 6. 

··i 
Assume a building of height 8 m with an enclosed volume of 250 m3 in which the results of a blowerd 

depressurization yields 6 air changes per hour (6 each) at 50 Pa and a flow exponent, n, of 0.6. By substituuon 
the flow equation (Equation 1), the overall flow coefficient for the building is: 

k 6 x 250 = I 50 0.6:: 0.04 m3/s at 1 Pa. 

3600 

Since the flow characteristics of each path are identical, dividing the total flow coefficient between these two p4 
yields: -

k1 = k2 = k/2 = 0.02 m3/s at 1 Pa. 

Substituting into Equation 6 gives: 

k,(p, - Pi.,)"+ kiP2 - Pin/ = 0 

Pw = (p, + P2)/2 

Therefore, the infiltration rate may be determined directly for any known values of p
1 

and p2 by back ~ubs 
into Equation 6. -

~. J 

Continuing with this example, it is now possible to illustrate the effects of wind speed, tei:a!nf 
and shelter on wind-driven ventilation. Consider first the necessary adjustment to be ma~c tQ wm 
measured at a weather station at a height of 10 min open countryside, to allow for intervening terrhi0-}2 
and building height. Table 1 contains the wind correction factors (based on the data in Equation 3) for in 
"Rat," "rural," and "urban" terrain. These values arc the factors by which the weather station wind speed 
multiplied in order to represent the building height wind speed at the location of the building. Thu~. die; 
height wind speed for each of the three terrain conditions is 97%, 81 %, and 63% of the m~~sur 
respectively. Since the square of the wind speed is used in the wind pressure tenn, these correqtioi;i! pto 
considerable influence on the calculated wind pressure. 

' 
In addition to the wind speed correction, the pressure coefficient must nlso be seledted accor~!!' 

surrounding shielding conJition. In this ex:unple, 1he."ll:1t," "rural," and "urban" terrain conditions ure uddt . 
used to describe the degree of surrounding shielding. Approximate but by no means definitive valul!s of P 
coefficient for each of these terrain/shielding conditions are also presented in Table l. In general, the e.!f 
shielding is to substantiully influence the upwind pressure coefficient value. Therefore, the selection of shi 
class may be expected to have an important impact on the predicted infiltration rate. 



By applying the data presented in Table l to the two-flow path network represented by Equation 9, it is 
possible to calculate the relationship between wind speed and infiltration rate for each terrain and shielding 
condition. The resultant air change rates for each of these shielding and wind correction conditions are presented in 
Figure 3 for building height wind speeds in the range between 0 and 10 m/s. To emphasize the significance of 
intervening terrain roughness on wind speed and, hence, to reinforce the need to.use the on-site building height 
value, the corresponding wind speed scales relating to 10 m weather station values for each_of the three intervening 
terrain roughness conditions are also included in the diagram. 

At a building height wind speed of 10 m/s, the predicted infiltrution for " flat terrain" exposure is 
approximately 2.2 ach compared with l.7 ach for rural exposure and 1.4 acb for urban exposure. In percentage 
temis, the fiat terrain and rural values are 57% and 21 % greater than the urban value respectively. Taking a IO m/s 
open site wind speed, the corresponding air change rates are 2.0 ach for flat terrain, 1.3 ach for rural terrain, and 
0.8 ach for urban terrain; hence the difference between flat and urban terrain conditions amounts to 150%. These 
results, therefore, highlight the enonnous significance of terrain and shelter in controlling the impact of wind. 

INFLUENCE OF WIND-PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 

The above example illustrates the effect of wind speed and terrain on wind-driven ventilation. Another uncertainty 
is that of the wind pressure coefficient itself, which is rarely known to any absolute degree of accuracy unless 
extensive wind tunnel tests are made. It is therefore desirable to investigate the effect on infiltration prediction of 
any error in wind pressure coefficient. Sufficient information is provided by the two-flow path simul'!tion to obtain 
some guidance. One way to achieve this is to consider the difference between the upwind and downwind pressure 
coefficient values for each shielding class and to compare these differences with the corresponding calculated 
infiltration rates for a given wind speed condition. It is convenient to express the differences in pressure coefficient 
of each class and the corresponding infiltration prediction as a proportion of that of the "urban" value. Such a 
relationship between the pressure coefficient difference and infiltrntion prediction is illustrated in Figure 4. A 
change in shielding class from "urban" to "rural" represents a change in pressure coefficient difference of 33%, 
while the corresponding change in infiltration prediction is 18%. Similarly, a change from "urban" to "Hat" terrain 
results in a 100% change in pressure coefficient difference and a 52% change in infiltration prediction. The 
infiltration prediction is, therefore, relatively insensitive to changes in pressure coefficient. Although these results 
only strictly apply to this specific example, they are applicable to other buildings exhibiting similar flow 
characteristics. The reason for this is that while the magnitude of the wind pressure is directly proponional to the 
pressure coefficient, the derived pressure is raised to the power of the flow exponent, n, which is less than unity. 
This allows for some approximation in specifying the flow coefficient, and therefore enables tabulated data 
containing representative values of wind pressure coefficient covering typical building shupes ;md shielding 
conditions to be used. 

IMPACT OE TEMPERATURE 

In the previous example, a two-How path network was used to analyze the inllucnce of wind on air infiltration into 
a building. In this section, the same building is represented by a four-flow path network, which is used to 
investigate the combined effect.of wind and temperature. Despite the increased number of flow paths, the principle 
of s<tution of Equat.ion 6 remains the same, with the objective being to evaluate an internal pressure, Pin,• so that 
there' is a balance between the infiltrating and ex filtrating airflows. 

For simplicity, each path is again assumed to have idemical flow characteristics. The network is illustrated 
in Figure 5. Leakage openings are represented by flow paths at levels of 1 m and 5 m on both the upwind and 
downwind faces of the building. By introducing vertically spaced openings. it is possible to apply the stack 
pressure equation (Equation 4). Since the number of tlow paths has been doubled, the tlow coefficient, k, of each 
has been halved to 0.01 m3/s at I Pa in order to retain the same overall leakage characteristics as the wind-only 
example. To compare with the previous example, simulations were again perfomied for "Hae," "rural," and "urban" 
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At the junction between the temperature-dominant and wind-dominant regimes, it is commo.n i •0 

depression in the infiltration rate (Warren 1975). The magnitude of this depression varies accordil'!g to the 
CJ.-:c"::·- --• 

distribution of leakage paths but occurs when wind and siack pressures oppose each other to restrict the rare 
across some of the openings. This is depicted in Figure 6b and is bo.sed on the four-How path networlt'~ass~-~, 
"urban" shielding and a temper:uure differential of 30°C. At zero wind speed, air enters the building a 
r .. ues through the lower openings and exfiltrates through the upper openings. As the wind speed increase "' 
a wind-induced positive pressure is combined with the srnck pressures of the upwind openings, Y'hilc~~li:&.~ 
induced negative pressure is applied to the stack pressures acting on the downwind openings. lilioug 
infiltration rate remains at 0.48 ach, the balance of tlow has altered, with the wind pressure reinforci _ ' 
through the upwind lower opening and downwind upper opening (paths 1 and 4) while reducing the H~~I::~ 
the remaining openings (paths 2 and 3). At a wind speed of 4.2 m/s, the opposing effects of wind and ~m hire 
have completely eliminated flow in paths 2 and 3, and the infiltration rate has fallen to 0.37 ach. At ll; win ~of 

4.6 m/s, the infiltration rme has returned to 0.48 ach, but the flows in paths 2 and 3 are now reverSid hen 
com pa.red to the stack flow condition. This marks the beginning of the wind-dominant regime .. 

IMPACT OF MECHANICAL VENTILATION 

Mechanical ventilation systems may be represented by two basic fom1s, these being either bal~nccCf ~ 
which mechanically extracted air is replaced by an equivalent volume of mechanically supplied ~i~~r;:i'l!~!iJE~ 
supply-only systems, in which flow balance is maintained by inducing a pressure difference across.op~cA!i lM!! 
building fabric. To a first order of approximation, balanced ventilation has little effect ,on 'ttie 
characteristics of a building, and hence, for energy efficiency, it is desirable to have an airtight SJru 
essentially the objective of the Canadian R2000 approach (Riley 1987) and of a number of .b~ildmg 41 
srnndards. However, extract or supply-only systems have an inlluence on the infiltration pcrfonna J::C 

and need to be analyzed with respect to both the total air change rate and potential indoor ai~ q uality P. 
is especially so for domestic extract ventilation systems, which, in excessively tight structures · 
backdrafting of combustion products into the dwelling. Such a system can also cause other prqble 
ingress and high velocity draughts. · 

By returning to the two-flow path network, it is possible to investigate the intemction p.<\'\!f~mlflllll 
infiltration on mechanical extract (or supply) ventilation. Two examples are considered, the first ie_ 

original fairly leaky building of 6 ach at 50 Pa and the second relates to a much tighter structure of ~:Sn 
Mechanical extract ventil:1tion of 0.5 ach (0.035 m3/s) is assumed, and each of the previo~,,s ...... t._e_• 
conditions is considered. The flow balance equation now becomes: . 

2 
n. 

L ki lpi-=. Pin,I I (pi - Pini ) 

i = 1 (Ip; - pin,1 ) 
+0.035 = 0 



The air change results are illustrated in Figure 7. In the leaky building, ventilation is dominated by .the 

mechanical ventilation system up to wind speeds of 2 m/s. Thereafter, the wind effect begins to dominate the flow 
process and above a speed of 4 mis the curve follows that of the wind-only example. In the tight building, air 
change is controlled by the ventilation system up to a wind speed of 6 mis, and ac greater wind speeds the influence 
of wind is only relatively marginal. Thus it appears that ventilation is most constant in the tight building. However, 
extract ventilation creates a suction or building underpressure. While: small underp_.Eessures are nonnally 
considered desirable in dwellings, as a means to prevent interstitial moisture penetration, large underpressures can 
cause serious backdrafting problems. A requirement for mechanical extract systems fined to R2000 homes with 
naturally aspirated furnaces is that this pressure should not exceed-I 0 Pa (Duffy et al. 1986). The internal pressure 
is plocted for each building and terrain condition in Figure 8. In the leaky building, the initial underpressure is 
approxim:uely-0.8 Pa, and, as the wind speed increases, it is soon dominated by the wind pressure. In the "rural" 
and "Hat" shielding conditions, the pressure eventually becomes positive, reflecting that the pressure coefficient on 
the upwind face is greater in absolute magnitude than the coefficient on the downwind face. The reverse happens 
for "urban" conditions. The picture is very much more complicated in the tight dwelling, where the underpressure 
at zero wind speed is close to -8 Pa. For both "rural" and "urban" terrains, the underpressure increases to -10 Pa 
and -15 Pa, respectively, at a wind speed of IO mis. This, therefore, represents a potentially serious hazard. 
Fortunately, it is possible to add additional flow paths to the flow network, representing purposely provided 
openings, and to determine the optimum size of such openings to avoid these underpressure problems. 

CONCLUSIONS 

By considering simple multi-path flow networks, it is possible to gain a quantitative insight in1,2 the effects of wind 
and other driving forces on fresh air exchange rates in buildings. A two-path flow simulation was used to 
investigate the influence of terrain roughness and shielding conditions on wind-driven ventilation. For a given 
building height wind speed, it was shown that shielding could affect the wind infiltration by as much as 50% and, 
for a given remote climatic station windspeed, the combined effect of intervening terrain and shielding conditions 
could affect the result by as much as 150%. It is, therefore, essential that adequate correction is made to the wind 
pressure tern1s. 

A four-flow path simulation was used to investigate the combined effect of wind and temperature. This 
illustrated the c.:lrnracteristic dominance of temperature or stack effect as a driving mechanism at low wind speeds. 
At higher wind speeds, the results followed that of the two-llow path solution. The extent of the tempcrature
dominant zone is a function of temperature difference, the vertical distance between openings, and the intluence of 
shelter in modifying wind pressure. 

The two-path flow model also enabled the effect of mechanical ventilation to be quantified. For a relatively 
leaky structure, corresponding to an air change rate of 6 ach at 50 Pa, wind influence dominated at wind speeds 
above 2 m/s. In a tight structure of 1.5 ach at 50 Pa, wind had no effect below 6 m/s and had only a weak inllucnce 
at greater speeds. However, care is needed to ensure that building underpressures are not excessive. This basic 
analytical approach is capable of providing substantial guidance on ventilation patterns and pressure conditions. 

Pressure coefficients are used to estimate the wind pressure acting on openings. Only a proportion of any 
error in pressure coefficient value is transferred to the infiltration prediction (typically 50%) and therefore only 
appr~ximate values are .necessary; these should distinguis~ between each shielding chtss and represent typical 
builc!ing shapes. 

A multi-flow path, single-zone ventilation moue! provides an easy mcthou for arwlyzing a co111pn:hc11sivc 
range of air infiltration and ventilation problems. In its simplest two-path form, direct analytical solutions are 
possible for 'which much quantitative information about ventilation perfommnce can be obtained. For more 
detailed flow analysis, which combines the effects of wind, temperature, and mechanical ventilation, a simple 
iteni.tive approach is needed to solve the flow equation. 
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TABLE l 

Pressure Coefficient and Wind Reduction Factors for Two-Path Flow Model 

~ El;n 11::rrain B.uraJ. ll.r.bD.n -
Upwind 0.7 0.4 0.2 

Downwind -0.2 -0.2 -0.25 

Wind correction factor 0.97 0.81 0.63 
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